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considered the
relationship
between the Students'
Association and the
College when purchasing a candy bar, a
slurpee, or a lock for
your locker?
Most of you probably
haven't, figuring everything
in the College is owned and
run by the College itself.
The truth is, the SA has
their hands in some of the
businesses that operate on
campus. The Ox is a good
example of an SA enterprise, offering drinks and
candy bars at a cheaper rate
than many of the machines
or cafeterias you see around
campus.
The Ox also sells school
supplies, some of which are
cheaper than at the Collegeoperated bookstore.
The Ox has plans to provide some cheaper supplies,
benefitting students and
leaving the College nervous
about possible competition
to their very own bookstore.
One of the things planned
for students is a lock buyback program, which would
allow students who purchase their locks at the Ox
to sell them back after the
year is over. Another
prospective deal the Ox
plans for students is specialized calculators at a
cheaper price than at the
bookstOre. The special cal-
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culators are for students in
the Business
Administration program,
which has one of the highest enrollments on campus.
The calculators would be
sold on consignment, which
means a 20% cut in cost
from those for sale at the
bookstore.
RRC President Jacqie
Thachuk says that a lack of
communication between the
SA and College has left
many people with the
impression that a rivalry or
competition exists between
the two.
"Over the past few years I
get the impression that
communications and cooperation or collaboration
about activities that might
be of interest to either the
SA or the College or both,
have not been effective as
would be desirable," she
says.

"The SA looks
out for
students more
than the
College does."
— Bryan Ostash

Thachuk says better communication between the
two entities would "avoid
the perception that the SA
and the College are competing and this is having a negative impact on either the

Canadi

Ox manager Todd Buchanan provides valued service to RRC
students.
SA or the College."
A memorandum of understanding between the SA
and College was drafted,
but never signed.
Thachuk says discussions
have been held to develop a
new memorandum.
"It's my understanding
that there has been discussions about developing a
new agreement to reflect
current times and current
thinking," she says. "No
new draft has been brought
forward from those discussions."
Second-year
Communications
Engineering Technology
student Bryan Ostash says
the proposed programs by

the Ox are good ideas.
"They're just looking out
for students since it costs so
much money to go to
school," he says. "The SA
looks out for students more
than the College does."
Ostash says the college not
having a monopoly on supplies like calculators will
benefit students in the end
by simply saving them a
few dollars.
In the end, Thachuk says,
the SA and College have the
same objective for students.
"The SA and the College
both have one prime mission, to serve students," she
says. "The service we provide may be different, but
both are important."
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PUTTING YOUR MONEY
WHERE YOUR MOUTH IS!!!
No dental plan? No problem at RRC
By Christine Choi

T

he excitement
was mounting as
th e elevator
reached the third floor
of A-building.

Stepping out into the hallway the instantly familiar
smell of ...what exactly is
that smell anyway? The
smell of fear, white shoes,
plaque? As a chronic, compulsive bargain shopper, I
was reaching new heights
and swimming in stranze
and untested waters. I was
going to get my teeth
cleaned by Red River
College's Dental Assistant
students.
After hesitantly filling out
the approval to proceed
form, I settled back in my
chair and berated myself for
not taking the eight dollars
this was going to cost me
and spending it on a movie.
But it's been six years since I
lived in that fantasy world
of dental plans and twice-ayear cleanings and my teeth
were threatening to liberate
themselves from my mouth
if I didn't see to their needs.
It was Dental Health Month,
my teeth argued, and what
had I done for them lately?
Student Jennifer Leblanc,
clipped a white paper bib
around my neck and for a

brief moment I thought the
lobster was on its way.
But alas the man in white
coming towards me held not
bowls of drawn -butter,
rather instruments of childhood torture. Dammit, he
was a dentist, not a waiter.
After a brief exploration of
my mouth he rattled off a
list of his findings. "Mild
gingival inflammation, mild
staining and minimal
plaque." This was getting
rather personal.
As he left, Leblanc started
in on the questions. Did I
floss regularly? Apparently
every couple of weeks is not
Photo by: Christine Choi
considered regular. Rather
irregular actually. Leblanc Cavity Creeps don't stand a chance against RRC dental assistant students.
eased my conscience, disclosing that she didn't floss from a cleaning. Apparently time since they last had seen me by Leblanc - my teeth
every day either. She sure the sub-gingival plaque had one another. By this time it would not be cleaned today.
had nice teeth though. One hardened to a cement like was 4pm, and the clinic was I booked another appointcubicle over an instructor consistency and needed to closing up. Thanks to my ment for early May and I
was giving patient Dan be removed before things poor brushing technique - promised that, until then, I
Cassie the drill. The verbal could go any further. It was the new and improved tech- would floss daily.
nique was demonstrated to
drill that is. "I want the -time for the Cavitron.
At
this
point
I
figured
a
truth this time, Dan. How
long has it really been since small robot would roll up
you last had your teeth and begin chiseling at my
The RRC Dental Assisting LeNiel II course
cleaned?" Civil technology teeth. Again I was wrong.
The
Cavitron
did
roll
up,
but
perform cleanings
student and fellow bargain
it
was
operated
by
on
the
public on Tuesdays
seeker Cassie let out a nerParadoski.
For
half
an
hour
and Fridays from 11-4.
vous laugh and looked for
she scaled my teeth back to
the nearest exit.
Call 632-2339 for more information.
After consultation with the original layer. When she
There are no more appointments available
Debbie Paradoski, a dental was finished she gave me a
for this year.
hygienist and instructor, it moment in private so that
Call next fall to book an app intme
was decided that my teeth my tongue could reacquaint
Novemben
were too far-gone to benefit itself with the back of my
teeth. It had been a long
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EVERYTHING FOR THE
GREAT OUTDOORS
CAMPTRAILS & JACK WOLFSKIN
BACKPACKS

UNITED
ARMY
SURPLUS
SALES
460 Portage Ave.
Across from The Bay
Pk 786-5421
Open Seven Days A Week

EUREKA & JACK WOLFSKIN TENTS
JANSPORT PACKS
COLUMBIA CLOTHING AND
FOOTWEAR
KODIAK, HITEC & SOREL BOOTS
SIERRA DESIGNS & BANFF
GORETEX CLOTHING
COLEMAN OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
BAUSCH AND LOMB BINOCULARS
SONY ELECTRONICS
"CANADA'S LARGEST
OUTDOOR STORE*
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Fish swims into bigger pond
RRC student DJ is making waves on Power 97
By Dan Gordon

More

people
maysonbe

'I

getting wet
with the Fish."
The familiar voice of
CMOR's morning DJ Mark
Fishman, who some love and
others hate, has slipped his
foot in the door at the rock station, Power 97.
Fishman's on air persona as
"The Fish" received much
backlash from the Students
Association for his sexual
jokes and irreverent attitude.
Fishman said he owes
everything to the Creative
Communications program at
RRC. "If not for Creative
Communications, I would
still be a drunken loser working in a video store."
He went to an interview
back in March and got a
chance to showcase some of
the demo tapes he made from
his CMOR morning show. He
said he is currently being
trained by radio jock Dick
Rivers, who told him, "If you

can survive being trained by
Dick, you can do anything."
Fishman is ready for the challenge. "It's so much fun,
(Rivers) is such a great guy,"
he said. "There's still lots for
me to learn."
Fishman will be voice-tracking some overnight shifts that
run from midnight to 5 am.

"He's like a
truant shoolboy,
how could
you not
like him?"
-Natalie Strecker, 92 CITI
These will be pre-recorded in
the afternoon and played
between songs throughout the
night. In the future, he will be
on air for live cut-ins from
events around the city, like
promotional events and the
Red River Ex. But what he's
really looking forward to is
the chance to fill in on some

live shifts. His first scheduled
show will be from 6 am-noon
on Sunday, April 18. In the
meantime, he continues to
train on air with Rivers on his
live show.
Although his show content
may change slightly, he said
his style will still be recognizable. "I won't be as...colourful
as I was on CMOR, but people
will still know it's me," he
said.
Radio instructor and 92
CITI radio personality Natalie
Strecker is confident of
Fishman's abilities. "He's got
it, I knew the minute I met
him," she said. She cites his
wry delivery and casual, natural approach as key to his
success. "He has a sixth sense
for working the audience.
He's like a truant schoolboy.
How could you not like him?"
Strecker remained positive
about Fishman's future on
radio throughout the backlash
against his radio show. "You
thrive in -what you do best,"
she said. "You choose your
audience."

Photo by Christine Choi

"The Fish" is moving on to bigger and better gigs.
-..111,44N

err RED RIVER
COLLEGE

Located:
DM1 9
(Next to the Students' Association)

632-2284
Open:
Monday to Friday
8 am-4 pm

Canon Color Laser Copies
High Speed Xerox Photocopies Ask about our bulk Copying rates!
Direct from Disk Output
Home-based Business Printing
Commercial Stationery - Graphic Design
iyr 4 Color Process Printing available

Brochures, Newsletters...

information about

Social/Raffle Tickets

Fl Overhead Transparencies

Numbering/Perforating

57,( Engineering Prints

Laminating

vc
For more

Colour Calendars

Business Stationery

We now carry

cd 3-Hole Punching

Er Stapling
Folding
4' Tape Binding
Cerlox Binding
[iif Spiral Binding

SUNSET
THERMOGRAPHERS LTD.'"

our new services
call Glenn at
204-632-2377
or Linda at
204-632-2275.

Wedding invitations
CHOOSE FASHION RIGHT WEDDING INVITATIONS.
KEYED TO THE LATEST COLOUR TRENDS. THEN PERSONALIZE YOUR WEDDING!,
• PRINTING WILL BE DONE QUICKLY AND BEAUTIFULLY
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Spring has sprung,
the grass has ris,
no one knows
where the
students is.
Rejoice, the arctic hell is over!!!

Grab your backpack
and Tour the World!
From group tours in Europe to
treks through the Himalayas,
Travel CUTS has a wide range o
affordable, extraordinary
holiday adventures.

CONTIKI Europe, Africa, Australia, New Zealand
EXODUS Overland expeditions in Africa & Asia
‘0) G.A.P Small group tours in South & Central America
INTREPID Off-the-beaten path tours through S.E Asia
Visit us for brochures and full details

" 11RAVEL
'(Cie 66564-1- "FM
499 Portage Ave 783-g353
Owned Operated by the Canadian Federation of Students

Voted the #1 travel agency in Winnipeg by the readers of Uptown Magazine

The

ROSS

UNIVERSITY
Visit Us On The Internet
And \'ievs Our On-Line
Brochure and Catalogs

Financial Aid Available for
Qualified Medical and
Veterinary Students!
Write, call, lax, or email:

ROSS
UNIVERSITY
460 West 34th Street
New York, NY 10001
Phone: 212 279-5500
Fax:
212 629-3147

Over 2,000 Ross Graduates are
Practicing Medicine in North America

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Ross students have over a 90% pass rate on
• their first attempt at USMLE.
Clinical Clerkship Affiliations with over 40 U.S.
• Teaching Hospitals.
♦ Approved by New York, New Jersey and California.

MASTER'S OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
♦ Six semester, entry level, post-baccalaureate
professional program.
♦ Clinical Training Sights in the United States.
www.rossmed.edu
Email: admissions@rossmed.edu

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
♦ Traditional U.S. Veterinary School curriculum
♦ Staffed primarily by DVM or PhD Faculty
Low Student to Faculty ratio
♦ Clinical Affiliations with U.S. Veterinary Schools
wwwpssvet.edu

The Projector
wants
YOU!!!
If you have any
story ideas
or want to
write for
the Projector,
call us at
632-2479.
,

Email: adnasssons@roswet.edu

Bookstore
Introducing Mondetta
The new line of Red River College clothing created by Mondetta is now available in the
Bookstore. Come and see the new line which consists of:

• RRC T-shirts (white, navy, black)
RRC Baseball Caps (navy, black)
RRC Sweatshirts (red, navy, black)
All items are 100% cotton, with the College logo embroidered on each garment, and
each garment reflects the commitment to quality that goes into every Mondetta product.
And we still offer:

Academic Software at Great Low Prices! • Code Books for Trades
Computer Books • Special Orders • Used Textbooks

Come and check out our selection today!
RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Bookstore
Rm DM1 1

(Across from the Buffalo Cafeteria)

204-632-2590 or 632-2351

HOURS:
Monday-Thursday, 9 am-6 pm
Friday, 9 am-3:30 pm

17, 777,

lnterac also accepted.
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RRC fitness centre: use it to lose it
By Janice Humeny

W

as the Easter
Bunny a little
too good to
you this year? Suffering
from some post chocolate binging guilt? Want
to get rid of the gut that
appeared after a winter
of lounging on the
couch?
If you answered yes to any
of the above questions and
you're looking to start a fitness program, Michael
Whalen is the man to talk to.
Red River College's Wellness
Coordinator supervises programs taking place at the
North Gym, including a fitness appraisal for interested
students.
"It's a good tool for just getting started," Whalen, a certified professional fitness
instructor, said.
"The fitness appraisal is a
set of standardized tests done
across Canada," Whalen said.
"There are flexibility, muscle
strength, muscle endurance,
and a VO2max (cardiovascular) test."
Whalen calculates your
body mass index, girth measurements, flexibility, and

hand grip strength as part of
the appraisal. The participant
also does partial curl ups,
pushups, and an aerobic step
test.
"You can find out a lot
about your fitness level,"
Whalen said. "We find your
strengths and weaknesses."
These results can be compared
to others in your sex and age
categories. With standardized

testing you can see how you
stack up against others in
your respective grouping. It
also allows people to compare
their fitness levels year to
year.
The appraisal takes approximately an hour and a half —
one hour for the actual physical test and about 30 minutes
for interpretation of results
and a consultation. The cost,

other than some sweat, is
$20.00.
If you're not up for full
appraisal, Whalen also does
consultations separately to
design a fitness program custom made for your needs. The
price is $20.00 an hour, which
Whalen says is a deal. He said
the Target Fitness Centre at

the University of Manitoba
charges about $10-15 dollars
more per hour for their fitness
counselling services.
Buff up for swimsuit season
and shed those dreaded winter pounds. Give Michael
Whalen a call at 632-2397 or
stop by room GM19 to make
an appointment.

You can be a chiropractic
physician in five years.
Why settle for anything less?
The time is right to learn more about a
rewarding and fulfilling career as a doctor of
chiropractic. Greater emphasis is being placed
on preventive care and non-invasive health
methods in today's modern health-care system.
In five academic years, you can graduate with
a doctorate and be licensed to practice
anywhere in the U.S. and Canada
Known for academic excellence, Logan
College is on the cutting edge of curriculum
innovations. In addition to offering a quality
clinical program, Logan provides value-added business
management training. This gives graduating practitioners
a winning edge with better leadership and practice
enhancement skills.
Logan College of Chiropractic is now accepting
applications. Write, call or check our Internet Website
for a free descriptive brochure and admission kit.

EARN A DEGREE
WITH A FUTURE

http://www.logan.edu
1-800-533-9210
Micheal Whalen uses calipers to measure body fat.

Stress is our reaction to any stimulus (physical, mental, or emotional
that tends to upset us. When the reactions are inappropriate, they can
The diseases most often connected to a stressful environment are
and cancer. Additionally, doctors are seeing increasing
connected to other conditions such as asthma, allergies,
skin problems. In fact, 75-90% of all visits to the doctor are
To deal with stress effectively, identify your sources of stress, either
environment, and then plan strategies for coping.

COLLEGE • OF • CHIROPRACTIC

1851 Schoettler Road • Chesterfield, MO 63006-1065
Phone: 314-227-2100 • Fax: 314-207-2425 • E-Mail: loganadm@logan.edu
An Equal Opportunity Institution of Higher Education

— internal or external),
lead to health problems.
heart disease, high blood pressure
incidents of stress as being
migraines, ulcers, bowel and
related to stress.
within yourself or your

Ideas to help you relieve stress:
1. Rise early — reserve an hour before the family wakes to get organized for the day.
2. Share your workload with family and co-workers.
3. Take breaks in the day — even just 10 minutes — to clear your head and catch your breath:
4. Set aside time to exercise.
5. Don't take on too much at once.
6. Give yourself permission to be imperfect.
"If we don't change direction,
7. Learn to say "no".
we are likely to end up where we are headed."
8. Eliminate clutter from your life.
Ancient Chinese Proverb
9. Relax with some music occasionally.
10.Develop a forgiving attitude.

Red River College Wellness Committee
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Break out the suit

Red River College
Business and Applied Arts
9th Annual Business Conference:

Directions '99 offers students taste of
the business world
By Candice Knol

I
DIRECTIONS '99

April 14, 1999
Winnipeg Convention Centre
Directions 99 brochures and registration forms
are available at the
Information Centre on the mall level.
4f. RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF AMMO ARTS. SCIENCE AND

Located across from the Ox in the Buffalo Cafeteria

If you have any story ideas,
or want to write for the Projector,
just call 632-2479
or drop by the Projector
trailer (Trailer K

immoLtet

t's 7:30 a.m. Jump out of
bed. Throw on yesterday's clothes that are
lying bundled in a heap on
the floor. No time to worry
about the wrinkles. You're
late for class.
Sound familiar?
Okay, maybe you're not
quite that bad. But it might
be a good idea to start giving yourself some extra time
to get ready in the morning.
"You're on display from
the moment you get out of
the shower," said Cec
Hanec, the speaker who will
be giving the welcoming
address at the Directions '99
Business Conference.
Directions is a yearly
event hosted by the
Business and Applied Arts
Programs of Red River
College. This year will mark
the 9th anniversary of the
conference.
The conference has a lot of
benefits for students from
different programs at Red
River, including putting
them into contact with people who are already at work
in the business sector.
"The conference is made
to appeal to the business
community so students can
participate in a real life
business conference," said
Joanne Vermette, the chair
of the organizing committee
and program coordinator
for
Commercial
and
Industrial
Sales
and
Marketing.
Mike Boyle, a student
organizer of Directions and
the assistant manager at
CMOR, said it's the first real
opportunity for many students to participate in a
business environment.
"Its a chance to get into
their suits and follow proper business etiquette," said
Boyle.
But even more importantly, said Vermette, it's a good
place to start networking. "I
can't stress that enough."
Hanec is participating in
her second conference, and
said networking is a particularly important aspect of
the conference.
Hanec is a trainer and personal coach with Custom
Learning Systems, which
will have one of 30 booths in
the exhibit-portion of the
conference. Her specialty is
networking and personal
marketing, which she said is
essential for success in
today's job market. "People
don't think about that. They
just think they have to do
their job."
She will also challenge participants to meet

two other people they've
never met before with
whom they have three
things in common. That's
where the technique of asking open-ended questions
will be put to work, said
Hanec.
Last year, Directions
attracted almost 500 people,
about 70 per cent of them
students from Red River.
Vermette is hoping registration will increase by about
100 people this year, though
registration levels as of Apr,
7 were about the same as
last year.
Over the course of the
day, participants will take
part in three of 15 information seminars offered, which
will give participants
insight into issues relevant
to the business environment.
Vermette said the sessions
allow student participants
"to hear from practitioners
who are out there practicing
skills that they're learning
[at Red River]."
For
instance,
Bob
McMahon from the Pan Am
Games Association will give
a lecture on sports event
marketing.
Susan Thompson, the former mayor of Winnipeg,
will speak about the challenges of marketing
Winnipeg to North America
in her role as executive consultant, with the Winnipeg
Airport Authority.
Grant Snider, a 1997 participant and sales representative for Guardian Traffic
Services, said "the seminars
were very enlightening,"
and affected how he
thought about the job search
process and career planning.
In addition to the sessions, a keynote speaker
will address the participants
over a noonhour luncheon.
This year, David Friesen,
president of Friesens
Corporation, an Altona
book manufacturer with
sales of over $80 million,
will speak about the successes and challenges of
operating the business since
its birth in 1907.
Directions will be held at
the Convention Centre on
Wednesday, Apr. 14 from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Registrations are being
accepted up until the day
before, and there will be
room for some walk-ins,
said Vermette.
But if you're planning on
attending, remember: get
up a little early, shine your
shoes, and iron your shirt.
After all, you will be on display.

Amber Saleem
Entertainment Editor
632-2479

ENTERTAINMENT

Wrestlemania Stone Cold Crazy

NOISE...

Hardcore Wrestling Fans Review Wrestlemania

Top 5 SINGLES

By Jamie Care and Tyler Heshka

Mankind with a painful backdrop, and Vincent K. McMahon belittling the Big Show for being disqualified. The quote of the night for
me was "I'm Vince McMahon, and you're a nobody!"

n March 28, the greatest extravaganza in sports entertainment, Wrestlemania XV, invaded Philadelphia. The
Projector's Tyler Heshka and Jamie Care were on hand at a Jamie: The next couple of matches were pretty boring. The Road
local Wrestlemania party, and took in all the action on pay-per-view. Dogg retained his Intercontinental Title in a Four Corners Match,
Here's what they had to say:
and Triple H beat Kane. A highlight for me was when the Road Dogg
simulated anal sex with Val Venis. . . it was ridiculous!
Jamie: Let's talk about that brutal rendition of "America the
Tyler:Let's break this down Shane-o-mac STYLE!
Beautiful" by Boyz II Men, shall we?
European champ Shane McMahon managed to defeat
Tyler: Let's not.
X-Pac without the help of his Greenwich Posse.
His homie schtick is just plain ludicrous, but it
Jamie: Sounds good to me . . . okay, so what about the
makes me laugh every time.
Triple Threat Hardcore Title Match that pitted champion Bad Ass Billy Gunn against Hardcore Holly and
Jamie: I'd like to see X-Chump try and beat
Al Snow?
my man Pete "Gass."
Tyler: It was lots of tables breaking, lots of hardcore
Tyler: Triple H going corporate makes a nice
fighting, but unfortunately Hardcore Holly came out
angle. We both called it, and it happened.
on top. I was definitely pulling for Snow, but alas.
Hopefully the WWF keeps it entertaining.

O

Jamie: It's just too bad that Hardcore Holly won. I still

Jamie: I can see Triple H winning the World

can't erase the memory of him as
Thurman Sparky Plugg.
Tyler: The tag team title
match between champions
Owen Hart and Jeff Jarrett
and DiLo Brown and
Test was a waste of time.
It was an excuse to
parade Debra around in
a bikini, which was
almost as horrifying as
Sable doing the grind.
Jamie: Oh, indeed. The champi-

ons retained the belts when Jarrett and
Owen did some lame double team maneuver behind the ref's back.
However, my disappointment in the event up until that point quickly disappeared when Butterbean proceeded to smoke Bart "The
Hammer" Gunn in a Brawl For All match.
Tyler: I don't believe the human head was intended to bend in that
fashion,. but Bart Gunn proved me wrong when Butterbean leveled
his noggin with a serious punch. It was a quick finish, but definitely
a highlight!
Jamie: So in the next match, "The Big Show" Paul Wight took on

Mankind to see who would be the referee in the World Title match
later in the night. It was a decent match, but there's something I didn't understand.
Tyler: What?

Title sometime this year. Hey, should we
talk about the Hell in the Cell
Match?
Tyler: No chance! It was
boring to start with,
and it ended on a pretty lame note. Even
putting the noose on
the Bossman and
hanging him from
the rafters didn't
save the match.
Jamie: Okay, let's finish
off with the Main Event:
The
Rock vs.
"Stone
Cold"Steve Austin.
Tyler: Austin vs. the Rock won't be seen as the greatest
Wrestlemania in history, but it was an entertaining match nonetheless. The interplay between Mr. McMahon and Austin was hilarious
as always. The moves were pretty cool, especially the Stone Cold
Stunner that made the Rock fly into the air. In the end you knew
Austin would win, and his beer chugging antics were funny as ever.
However, when referee Earl Hebner joined in, it got even more hilarious!
Jamie: Well, we all knew Stone Cold would win. But you know
what? I loved the match. It had excitement, drama, and even a few

"Corporate Elbows."

Korn

TOP 5 CD'S
1 Neon Ballroom
Silverchair
2 Americana
The Offspring
3 Dosage
Collective Soul
4 WWF The Music Vol.3
Various Artists
5 Follow the Leader
Korn
SOURCE: 92 Citi FM website

New Concert
Listings

Bad Religion
with Loudmouth, Strung

Out and Belvedere
Convention Centre
May 18
$26.25
780-SEAT for info

TOP TEN...
NEW COURSES BEING
OFFERED AT RRC FOR
THE YEAR 2000
10. How to cook crack on a
spoon

Tyler: Overall, it was a pretty decent night of wrestling.
Jamie: Well, Mankind can get thrown off the top of a 16-foot high

steel cage (King of the Ring '98), yet he can't get chokeslammed on
two chairs without getting wheeled out on a stretcher? Someone
explain that to me!
Tyler: Two things made the match great. The Big Show dropping

1 Why don't you get a
job?
The Offspring
2 Anthem for the year
2000
Silverchair
3 Whiskey in a Jar
Metallica
4 Heavy
Collective Soul
5 Freak on a Leash

Jamie: Definitely. Despite a few lagging moments, Vince and Co.
were at their best. Now let's get out of here. I have some Raw is War

to watch.

9.
Venereal
diseases
throughout the ages
8. Advanced glue sniffing

TENTATIVE E D G E F ES T HEADLINERS ANNOUNCED
Tentative headliners for this year's Edgefest have been announced by promoter; Universal

Concerts Canada.
Hole, Matthew Good Band, Moist, Silverchair and the former lead singer of I Mother Earth,
Edwin are the main stagers.
Edgefest will take place in Winnipeg on July 7. Ticket prices and the rest of the musical lineups
have not yet been announced.
Hole: Likely Edgefest Headliner this year

ACE
WORD PROCESSING
* TERM PAPERS * REPORTS * ESSAYS *
* CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE *
* VERY REASONABLE PRICES *

896-8148

ACCENT PRINTING
696 SELKIRK AVE., Ph: 589-5431

FULL COLOR COPIES
AS LOW AS

B. & W. COPIES
AS LOW AS

49 0* 20*

5%
DISCOUNT
TO
ALL UNIVERSITY
& COLLEGE
STUDENTS
WITH I.D.

* Depending on volume & size. Phone For Details Some Restrictions Apply.

7. Pornographic literature
of the 20th century
6. Business ethics for
prostitutes
5. Seinfeldology
4. Becoming an infomercial
psychic with professor
Dionne Warwick
3. How to fake a
pregnancy to trap your
man
2. Stalking Celebrities 101
1.Introductionto
Gynecology

-Mark "The Fish" Fishman
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Schlitt, and guitarist Bob
Ha rHilafl both

did something

tat gored me.f
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itZliltt -ihr and made the
Camino sign of allegiance to Satan! (See Figure 2fi
This is a bona fide symbol of satsnism and is on tic
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Keanu makes a comeback
Matrix worth the box office price

W. NOT the sign language for • I love yin,* when

l had '
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priY
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ALL TN COME
YOU CAN BRINE
Viewpoints Research is now hiring Telephone

Interviewers to conduct public opinion
research on a casual, part-time basis. Flexible work
schedule, evenings and weekends, 14 0 sales
involved, friendly, professional environment and free
coffee.

For more information, call 988-9253

'V

♦ • •

•

V

Viewpoints Research Ltd.

By Rosalinda Pallone
Millennium bug aside, the Matrix introduces a new set of post-Y2K concerns.
In a couple of hundred years the world
will be settled in a dusty, junky 22nd century existence. Humankind will have unwittingly succumbed to a mass, computer-bred
consciousness. The "truth" will be as intangible as scrambled code embedded in the
depths of a frdzen hard drive. And guess
which techno-genius can save the world...
Keanu Reeves plays the role of Thomas
Anderson in The Matrix, a 20th century
computer programmer by day and misfit
hacker who calls himself "Neo" off duty.
One evening Neo has a bad dream, only
it's one of those bad dreams that actually
happens... Kidnapped by a couple of welldressed secret agents, Neo gets his mouth
sealed off and squirms as a scorpion is lowered into his navel.
Keanu's mouth is sealed off and a scorpion is lowered into his navel...
So then Neo wakes up, meets Trinity
(Carrie-Anne Moss) and Morpheus
(Laurence Fishburne), swallows a truthinducing pill, gets transported into the

future, and is told he is "The One"— humanity's only hope in defeating fast-paced,
techno-tailored illusions and weirdo secret
agents.
The catch? Neo has to resolve a slight
inferiority complex before he can save the
world.
The Matrix's premise is sometimes puzzling (I'm still not sure what qualifies Neo
as "The One" or what role the secret agents
play in the conspiracy against "truth") but
the special effects are impressive and distracting enough for me to forget I asked.
Besides, a few unanswered questions save
the movie from looking too contrived, what
with the subtle-free social commentary
laced throughout Morpheus's dialogue.
Written and directed by brothers Andy
and Larry Wachowski, the creators of
Bound, the Matrix is a filling two hours or
so helping of kung fu, prophecy, computerenhanced fight scenes, molten steel,
cyborgs, guns, and virtual reality-everything.
And ever wondered what Keanu would
look like bald, browless, and drenched in
amniotic fluid? Now's your chance.

FRIED

Now available at
The Buffalo and Otto's Cafeteria

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Food Services
tt:
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M USI C REVIEW S
MADDER ROSE By Paul Bruce

GENE By Kelly Frazer

Consistency doesn't seen to be a
problem for Madder Rose. Listening to
the updated version of Tragic Magic, I
couldn't find one outstanding song,
good or bad.
The vocal performance by lead
singer Mary Lorson is very good, and the band serves up
quality sounds to support her efforts.
The name of the band and the album cover give you the
expectation of being hit with hard rock, but that's far from
what you get. The music is passive, light and smooth. The variety of
instruments used by Madder Rose displays the talent possessed by its members. The flawless shifts from guitars and
drums to pianos and whistles makes the sound seem effortless.
Tragic Magic was released in 1997 in the US and Japan,
two new tracks were added to the album, and it was
released worldwide this year.

Gene seems to be promising a lot with its new album, loftily titled
"Revelations." And for this reviewer a lot was going to be needed to
change a somewhat negative view of the group being just another
British band with a lead singer as whiny as Morrisey without the
Smith's obvious redeeming qualities.
The first half of the CD, though not a revelation, was a pleasant surprise. From the high energy opening track "As Good as it Gets" to the somewhat schmaltzy
sixth song "Something in the Water" the album was engaging. "Fill Her Up," with its dubious
name and jangly rhythm stood out as the best track.
The only problem was that after the sixth song the poor listener stumbled into a wasteland
of dull songs that all seemed to blend into a gigantic blob of Britpop blah! The only relief in
this odious journey to the end of the disk was "Little Child," with its heartfelt lyrics frontman
Martin Rossiter wrote for his unborn child.
Although "Revelations" did not change my life or turn me into an avid, frothing-at-themouth Gene fan, it did improve my opinion of the band. I'd highly recommend half of their
album and that's better than nothing.

VAN MORRISON by Dan Gordon
Getting too popular too quickly can wreck a musician's career. Becoming a
one hit wonder is a legitimate concern in the record industry. Few music
artists have enjoyed a career that spans over 30 years the way Van Morrison
has. On the title track from his new CD, Back on Top, he expresses the
importance of the slow building of a successful career. "Always seeming
like I'm moving, but I'm going really slow / What do you do when you get
to the top and there's no where left to go?"
Much of the new disc focuses on his uncomfortable relationship with fame and the betrayal of
old friends on songs like Back on Top and New Biography. These are countered by several songs
about what is probably his favourite and most recurring theme– the healing power of music.
Stand-outs include the contemplative When the Leaves Come Falling Down and the Hammond
organ/ harmonica mix on High Summer.
VAN
MORRISON
BACK
ON
TOP

TERRORVISION By Kelly Craig
One of the most difficult times a
reviewer has is when she has to come
up with a review for a boring CD.
This is one of those times.
Shaving Peaches by the rock group
Terrorvision is their fifth album, and
it's obvious the English import has not learned how to keep
the average music lover interested in its ware. The four
member band has managed to produce a 16 track album
that offers nothing unique. These guys are supposed to be
of the heavy metal genre, but all their songs are just old
80's rock reminiscent of early Bryan Adams, especially their
silly ballads.
The only track worth mentioning is The Curse of Tequila
which is a fun little ditty, but when you consider you'll pay
import prices for this album, it's certainly not worth your
cash.

Contribute to the Projector..
If you know someone or something that should be in here,
call us at 632-2479 or fax 697-9080
If you have something to
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BLACKSTREET By Uzo Amajor

-

Blackstreet's back ALL RIGHT !!
Yes! Blackstreet is out with their third
CD, "Finally," and it's just smokin', no
diggity (no doubt).
It's a superb followup to their highly
successful "Another Level" of '96,
which sold 6 million copies and gave rise to the Grammy
winning no. 1 smash hit "No Diggity" (is there anyone that
doesn't know the song?).
Once again Blackstreet is out to impress; they never let
their fans down. Finally boasts of a variety of tunes — fast,
slow, hip hop, gospel, rhythm and blues, you name it. For
the hip hop addicts, Finally's got jams like
"Girlfriend/Boyfriend," "Can You Feel Me," and "Take Me
There" (both samples from songs of our dear friend 'Mickey'
Jackson). For R&B loVers there's the sweet and funky ballad
"In A Rush" and for gospel followers, "Finally" will soothe
your hearts.

BUCK O NINE By Tyler Heshka
-

-

Buck-O-Nine, the latest indie ska heroes
to go major label, seem to stay away
from the cliché school of song writing.
Actually, they've crafted a fine ska-core
album which may make even the hardest old school cynical punk rocker tap their toes.
There are definitely tracks that shine and grab your attention and don't let go, such as "A lot In My Head." It's
defined in the group's bio as a cross between Led Zeppelin
and the Dead Kennedys, and it's a fairly accurate description. Not surprisingly, the engineering of Steve Kravac (producer of such bands as MxPx, Slick Shoes and Less Than
Jake) is featured on this album. Does he ever take a break? Is
there a punk or ska band he HASN'T worked for?
Fans of Ska-core will definitely find something to like on
this album. Ska-novices may want to check this one out.
•
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RANT about then do it here in the

Rant Column which will return next issue
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Put Yourself in My Pajamas
This is the fourth in a series of
articles written by Barbara
Dixon, Multicultural
Community Liaison Officer,
Centre for Intercultural
Development, Room F-116, Red
River College. The intent of this
series is to increase awareness of
multicultural issues and to
increase skills in dealing with
diversity in the learning environment.
Recently, a friend of mine
from Eastern Europe was trying to explain a predicament
he had gotten into and wanted
me to try to place myself in his
position. He used the expression, "put yourself in my pajamas." What he meant to say
was "put yourself in my
place." In the last article, Is the
Correct Answer Yes or No, it
stated that this article would
examine some cultural and
linguistic differences in the
way people communicate.

The expression used by my
friend says much more.
Therefore, this article will look
at some language barriers.
More importantly, it will look
at what it may be like to put
yourself in someone else's
"pajamas."
The connection between culture and communication is
crucial to understanding the
different ways people communicate with one another. All
communication is cultural. It
is through the influence of culture that people learn to communicate. The ways in which
we communicate, the language, the gestures, and the
style we use are all a response
to, and a function of, our culture. Just as cultures differ, the
communication patterns of
individuals raised in those cultures also differ. Intercultural
communication is simply a
process where two individuals
who do not belong to the same

Summer Employment Opportunity
Red River College in conjunction with the Students'
Association will be hiring 8 students for councilor
and instructor positions in the Junior College
(summer camp) program.
Responsibilities will include (but are not limited to):
•

delivery of camp programs

•

behaviour management of children

•

culture 'try' to exchange a set
of meanings, ideas, and feelings. The fact that the individuals do not belong to the same
culture implies that they do
not share the same assumptions, beliefs, and values.
Let's start with three
assumptions about intercultural communication. The
first assumption is that pure
communication is impossible.
Probably most of you, if not all
of you, have been in a situation where you were trying to
explain something to someone
and the other person simply
did not get it. You might have
had the same cultural background. You might have spoken the same language. Yet,
misinterpretations and miscommunication still occurred.
The possibility of this increases significantly across cultures
and linguistic differences.
The second assumption, we
communicate all the time, is
easily demonstrated. Just try
and stop thinking for one
minute. Technically speaking, if you can do this exercise you would be considered
brain dead. Therefore, even
when you 'are not communicating orally, you are still
communicating internally.
Externally, your body language is also sending some
kind of message to others.
The last assumption, our
gestures are unconscious,
means that we do not consciously think about our
facial expressions or body
movement. It happens natu-

rally. We only become conscious of it when we are confronted with body language
that is strange or unusual to
us. As mentioned in previous
articles, seventy percent or
more of all communication is
non-verbal. This aspect of
communication will be
touched upon in future articles.
This article is about verbal
communication. Being born in
a different country or growing
up with a first language other
than English may create communication challenges. When
people speak different first
languages obvious difficulties
can arise. What are some of
the major language barriers
when interacting with second
language speakers?
In English, stress and intonation of the voice, usually
determines the meaning of
what we are trying to communicate. Try this short exercise.
Take the phrase I like my boss,
and say it by stressing the
word that is bolded. I like my
boss. I like my boss. I like my
boss. I like my boss. I like my
boss??? From this example,
you can see that the same sentence can have five distinct
meanings simply by using different stress and intonation.
Many second language
speakers learn the correct
vocabulary. However, they
may use stress or intonation
differently from that commonly used by first language
speakers. Generally, second
language speakers will over-

lay the pitch and pronunciation of their first language
onto their second language.
We call these accents.
Sometimes, second language
speakers will emphasize only
the two most important grammatical parts of a sentence, the
noun (person, place, or thing)
and the verb (action).
Say this sentence out loud,
'Can you please go to the
store?' What word or words
do you stress? Why do you
stress this word or these
words? Where did you learn
this intonation? Now say this
phrase again out loud, but
stress the word go. How do
you sound? How do you
think others would respond to
you if you only stressed the
word go when you used this
sentence?
If English is your first language and you grew up in
Canada, you probably unconsciously stressed the word
please when you first said the
phrase. Remember that communication is part of culture.
When you were a child, what
did your parents say to you if
you said, "I want a cookie?"
More than likely, they
responded by saying, "What
do you say?" or "What's the
magic word?" You learned
from a very young age, that if
you wanted something or
wanted someone to do something for you, you had to be
polite and use the magic word
please.

Continued on back page.

ensuring the safety and enjoyment
of children in the program.

The qualifications for the positions are:
•

Must be a student attending
a post secondary school.

•

Possess good interpersonal
and organizational skills.

•

Experience or education in working
with children is a definite asset.

•

Coaching, physical education, creative art and/
or a computer background is required for
instructor positions and is a definite asset for
councilor positions.
Length of employment: June 21 - August 20, 1999
40 hrs/wk
Salary: $8.00/hr
Submit resumes to:
Students' Association
Rm DM 20 - 2055 Notre Dame Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3H 0J9
Attn: Kevin Storey
All applications must be received by
Friday April 23, 1999.

Food Services Newest Kiosk
Mall Level Corner Bldgs D &
Attention: Continuing Education students
Open Evenings Monday to Thursday until 8:30 p.m.
and Saturdays 9 a.m. - 1p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS
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Help!

Public Service
Announcements

Drink-can tabs are being
collected to assist Carley, a
3-year-old girl with cerebral palsy who is a severe
spastic quadriplegic.
The aim is to collect 2,000
lbs. (approximately 2 million tabs) for a normal
wheelchair. The wheelchair
is required so Carley can
attend kindergarten when
she turns 5.
Tabs can be dropped off
in a bin located outside the
Information Centre, C mall
level, across from the
bookstore.

Help Wanted
F-T, P-T and casual residential Careworker positions available on a
permanent or summer
relief basis. The successful applicant will provide
support to and encourage
the independence of
adults with a mental disability within a community residence setting.
Compensation is $6.75 to
$7.02 /hr D.O.Q. Criminal
record check required.
Submit resumes to or
apply at Winnsery Inc. at
101-960 Portage Avenue,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3G
OR4 or fax to 786-8770.
E-mail to:
winnserv@gatewest.net

Youth Employment Service
is holding 1 hour information
sessions to all people between
the ages of 16- 24 who are
looking for work.
Call 987-8661 to find out
about our free services.
April 6, 14, 21 or 27 at 10:30
a.m.
330- 267 Edmonton St.
No appointment necessary.
The Spence Street Thrift
Shop urgently needs the following items for the community:

✓ kitchen utensils
✓ household articles
✓ good used furniture
✓ clothing
✓ bed linens
✓ towels
If you can donate any of
these items, please drop them
off at 555 Spence Street,
Monday to Saturday from 10
am to 4 pm, or call 783-9281.
The Manitoba Association
for Childbirth and Family
Education provides prenatal
classes for expectant women
and their partners. Our focus
is on "Freedom of Choice
Through Knowledge of
Alternatives." Weekly series

11
and weekend classes are
available. Please call 4751865 for more information
on childbirth classes and
labour companion services.
Manitoba Association for
Childbirth and Family
Education is a non-profit
organization dedicated to
helping families during the
childbearing years.

House For Rent
2-bedroom house within
walking distance of college.
Fridge, stove, parking
included. $450 + utilities.
Phone 983-1881 (days) or
757-2770 (evenings).

LAST CHANCE!!

STUDENT WORK

GRAD PHOTOS

$12.85 To Start

will be taken
April 26th to April 29th.
Book your appointments

NOW in DM20.
A sitting fee will be
charged when you book
your appointment.

RED RIVER COLLEGE
OF APPLIED ARTS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

• Scholarships awarded

• Valuable resume experience

• Comprehensive training

• Pay increases with
incentives

• Advancement opportunities
available
• No door to door or
telephone sales
• Full and part time
• No experience necessary
• Flexible work hours

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

261-6889

College Council Newsletter
Update from the March 16, 1999 Meeting

(Editor: Dennie Cormack)

Constitution Committee
As requested, D. Cormack reported back to the Council on the
findings of a check with other post-secondary institutions on what is
used for "quorum" in meetings. The University of Manitoba,
Brandon University, and Brandon University Students' Association
use 50% + 1 as quorum. RRC Students' Association uses 2/3's as
quorum. University of Winnipeg uses 40% (15/36) for their Board of
Governors meetings and 15/85 for their Senate meetings.
Extensive discussion focused on the way that members of Council
are elected/appointed and by whom. The Constitution Committee has
proposed that the Council Membership Committee take over the
responsibility of the electing/appointing of staff and student Council
representatives. Currently, the MGEU is responsible for the staff
membership and the SA selects student representatives and both
groups want to maintain this process.
The size of Council and the issue of quorum were extensively
discussed. Many of the members felt that the two issues are linked
and that both have a bearing on Council achieving quorum at its
meetings. Another issue that was mentioned is the affect of the
awareness of College Council within the College community. It was
suggested that many within the College are not aware of the
Council's role.
A 'straw poll' was conducted to determine views on the size of
Council. The results were:
■
■
■
■

Increase the size of Council — 1 in favour
Status Quo — 5 in favour
Decrease the size of Council — 7 in favour
Abstain - 2

It was agreed that:

❑ The Constitution Committee would meet again to address the
issues raised by the SA and MGEU regarding membership.
❑ The meeting minutes of the last three years will be reviewed to
determine the number of attendees at each meeting, and how
many times quorum could not be achieved.

New Business
The following are a number of topics that will be included on the
agenda of future meetings:
a) College Draft Strategic Plan
b) Awareness of College Council among the College Community
c) College Commitment to Council Meetings
d) Return to Industry for Faculty
e) Instructor Notification of Class Absence
0 Recycling in the College
Next Meetings
College Council is an advisory group that reports to the Board of
Governors. The Council has students, staff (instructional and noninstructional) and management representatives. The Council meets
once a month in the C709 Boardroom Any member of the College
may attend the next meetings, which are on April 20, 1999 and
May 18 at 2 P.M. or forward an agenda item to any member of the
Executive.

Diversity: Continued from page 10.

GET THE CREDIT

You

DESERVE

Reduce Your Education Costs with the
Manitoba Government's Learning Tax Credit
A Commitment
rier"1
14 to Manitoba's
Future

If you were a resident of Manitoba
on December 31, 1998, the Manitoba
government's Learning Tax Credit can
help you reduce your tuition costs and
open doors to future education and
career opportunities.

Manitoba is the only province
in Canada to offer a learning tax
credit. That's because the government
recognizes that our province's continued
growth and prosperity depends on
the quality of students graduating
from our educational institutions.

Call Today
To learn more about how the
Manitoba government's Learning
Tax Credit will help you, call your
financial advisor today or call
Manitoba Finance at (204) 943-3401
or Toll-Free 1-800-782-0771.

olig It Pays to Learn
If you're a student or a spouse, parent
or grandparent supporting a student
enrolled in a university, college or
technical training centre, ask your
financial advisor about the Manitoba
government's Learning Tax Credit.

Manitoba
Finance
Hon. Harold Gilleshammer
Minister of Finance

Every culture has its own
forms of politeness. Some of
these forms are tied into language and others are connected
to behaviour. In the example
above, when you stressed the
word go, you might have
sounded aggressive and
defined this to mean rude.
Although you were saying the
same phrase with the same
words, different stress and intonation led to a different interpretation.
Think of a situation you have
encountered where you may
have misinterpreted someone's
behaviour because she or he
had an accent or used stress and
intonation differently from you.
Incorrect perceptions about others can be formed when interacting with people whose first
language is different from your
own. Listen to the words being
spoken and not to the stress and
intonation when communicating with second language
speakers.
Lay your cards on the table.
You're pulling my leg. He's in
over his head. Put yourself in
my 'pajamas'. How many times

Would you
like to earn
a degree in
Administration?
It's easier than
you think!

)%•
3
Equals your
B.Admin. degree

If you hold a 2-year diploma in business administration or a related field you
may earn your post diploma Bachelor of Administration degree by completing
an additional 10 courses from Athabasca University.
If you hold a professional or career diploma in a field other than business you
may earn your post diploma Bachelor of Administration degree by completing
10 — 15 courses from Athabasca University

Athabasca University offers you...
A competitive edge in the marketplace — Graduates will have developed the critical
thinking, communication, problem solving and managerial skills employers demand
from those aspiring to hold responsible positions in firms and organizations today.
Choice, convenience, and flexibility — We offer over 400 distance education
courses. You may begin a course any time of the year, and work at your own pace,
schedule, and preferred location. All of our courses feature one-to-one telephone
or computer-based tutoring. Study full- or part-time.
Computer based delivery — Join our Lotus Notes based VITAL (Virtual Teaching
and Learning) learning community.
Academic excellence — Athabasca University has an international reputation for
excellence and innovation in distance education. Our faculty, tutors, and staff
work with you to help you realize your educational and career goals.
A way to earn credits toward your CMA or CGA designation and a degree at the
same time — If you plan on working towards either of these accounting designations, you can take the fast track by completing Athabasca University accounting
courses that count towards both the designation and the degree.
Small classes — Classroom and videoconference courses are offered in Edmonton,
Calgary, and Lethbridge.

For More Information
For more information, contact Sandy Gibson at:
Phone: (800) 788-9041 (ext. 3283)
Fax: (780) 497 3411
-

e-mail: sandrag@athabascau.ca

Canada s pen UniversityTM
www.athabascau.ca

e-mail: auinfo©athabascau.ca

a day do you find yourself
using such expressions? First
language speakers use these
kinds of phrases daily. As communication is part of culture,
the meaning of these phrases
has become commonplace.
Most people never stop to think
about whether others understand these colloquial expressions. In reality, if you do not
share the same cultural context
with the person with whom you
are communicating, the meaning can become confusing. To
be inclusive, practice simplifying such expressions into words
that most people can comprehend. Lay your cards on the
table - Tell me the truth. You're
pulling my leg - You're joking.
He's in over his head - He's
doing things that he is not
skilled enough to do.
Another language barrier that
you should be aware of is
response time and the use of
silence. An individual's intelligence should never be equated
with his or her fluency of a language. The next conversation
you have, do not reply immediately. Count to ten before you
reply. Do this each time it is
your turn to speak. How does
the other person respond? Does
she or he repeat or rephrase the
communication? How do you
feel during the interaction?
Depending on whom you are
communicating with and what
their culturally appropriate
response time is, you may get
different responses. The statement may be repeated or
dropped altogether. The other
individual may fill the dead air
with other statements or questions. The person may simply
end the conversation, or may
wait for your response.
When you are interacting
with individuals who have
either a shorter response time or
a longer response time than
you, learn to be patient, and not
let your differences interfere
with what is being said. Second
language speakers often require
more time to think in a second
language or translate between
languages. In some cultures,
respect is shown through
silence. Anger and hurt are also
disguised through the use of
silence.
A few days ago, I witnessed
how silence was used to communicate sadness between two
old friends. This can happen
between friends of any culture
and for many different reasons.
In this particular case, both of
these men had dreams of coming to North America to escape
an Eastern European communist regime. For both, the
dream turned into a nightmare.
They do not want sympathy.
They want the nightmare to
turn into a dream. They want to
work in their professions. They
want Canadians to see them as
well-educated, intelligent individuals who have much more to
offer this country than they are
allowed to give. They want to
be seen beyond their accents.
They do not want to be lonely.

